
“Top of the stack-able tower, Gardens and Farms” by Bubblegun209 found at -184, 70 -139 in 
Lobby. 
Alterations: Additions to all levels and many cosmetic changes. 
“Batman on Jokers head” by dmoney131211 found at -275 67 -683 in Lobby. 
 
“Big Ben(Dark version)” by steve2443 found at 73 72 10 in Lobby. 
Alterations: All blocks changed except for clock hands, “numbers” on clock face, black concrete 
on roof, and torches. 
 
“Boat Yatch by coco” by james012454 found at -89 76 40 in Lobby. 
Alterations: All wood blocks, all stone/brick blocks. 
 
“burger shop” by jar9 found at -157 71 -205 in Lobby. 
Alterations: All Blocks except for furnaces. 
 
“Butterfly” by Zynteox found at -256 105 123, -203 142 149, -114 182 71 in Lobby. 
Alterations: Most exterior blocks. 
 
“Modern/Futuristic City Building.” by jar9 found at 48 70 -147 in Lobby. 
Alterations: Glass, floors, interior removals, interior additions and exterior additions. 
 
“Grand Hotel” by seventy6 found at 268 72 -110 in Lobby. 
Alterations: All blocks and many structural changes on the front face. 
 
“Eiffel Tower” by UltrasonicRhino found at 144 71 92 in Lobby. 
Alterations: All blocks except for Birch Fences on the lowest floor of the tower. 
 
“Mall Shop” by won123 found at -234 72 -258 in Lobby. 
Alterations: Most exterior blocks replaced, interior structural alterations. 
 
“Pac-Man Arcade Cabinet 9 subs Celebration” by TheCartoonHero found at -249 88 -85 in 
Lobby. 
 
“Massive 3D Flareon” by FyreFlareon found at -273 87 7, -328 90 -22, -314 90 -66 in Lobby. 
Alterations: All exterior blocks replaced. 
 
“Haunted House” by jar9 found at -395 81 30 in Lobby. 
Alterations: Many interior additions. 
 
“Theme Park” by jar9 found at 22 71 -421 in Lobby. Note that only some portions of this build 
were added. 
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Alterations: All blocks for the roller coaster & roller coaster loading area, All blocks in waterpark 
area, structure alteration and block changes for all ground blocks. 
 
“Rubik’s cube” by kirill123 found at -204 98 -488 in Lobby. 
 
“EPIC 8 level Maze” by thehog1 found at 27 33 -474 in Lobby. 
Alterations: Structural and functional work on all levels, alterations to difficulty. 
 
“Hot Air Balloon” by mareon found at -7 199 45,  in Lobby and 139 110 -221, 138 64 -384, 290 
112 -393 in the Stage3 world. 
Alterations: Most exterior blocks replaced. 
 
“Mushroom” by mareon found at -31 97 -375 in Lobby, 
 
“Cathedral & Wyrm” by thebigbaron found at -62 22 -398 in the Disciple Stage world, and at 218 
19 -181 in the Stage3 world. Note that in the Disciple Stage world only a portion of this 
schematic was used. 
Alterations in the Disciple Stage world: Exterior structural changes, replacements and additions. 
Alterations in the Stage3 world: Most exterior blocks replaced, major interior alterations and 
additions. 
 
“AmbiyaFinal” by MrT1007 found at -65 8 -431 in the Disciple Stage world. 
Alterations: Major interior changes and additions, additions and structural changes to exterior. 
 
“Valhalla - Behind the Picket Fence” by Ethaerith found at 23 7 -398, -153 7 -398 in the Disciple 
Stage world. 
Alterations: All exterior blocks replaced, major exterior additions and major interior changes. 
 
“Floating Island” by karo2000 found at -90 65 -324 in the Disciple Stage world. 
Alterations: All water, many exterior alterations & many interior additions. 
 
“Chutes and Ladders” by goglian found at -60 7 -291 in the Disciple Stage world. 
 
“Red Dragon” by RusLTL found at -74 173 -487 in the Disciple Stage world and at -228 76 385 
the Stage2 world. 
Alterations in the Stage2 world: Most exterior blocks changed. 
 
“kineticCATHEDRAL” by Ronnie_703 found at -164 8 264 in the Stage2 world. 
Alterations: Complete structure overhaul, many additions and replacement of almost all blocks. 
 
“Yokai Synthesis - 8 Steps to Rebirth” by Dr_Bond found at 218 19 -332 in the Stage3 world. 
Note that only a small portion of this build was used. 
Alterations: Complete structure overhaul and many internal/external additions. 
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“Garden Flower | Flowers Pack” by iAndresitoh found at -175 121 38 in Lobby and a large 
amount of places throughout Stage3. 
 
“Alien” by Otium_Terrae found at -129 198 233 in the Stage4 world. 
 
“Mars Canyon” by Emil____ found at -53 27 26 in the Stage4 world. 
Alterations: All blocks changed. 
 
“Crebro Solaire | The Clockwise Time Travel |” by mennydorgo found at -56 160 -40 in the 
Stage4 world. 
Alterations: Major exterior aesthetic replacements and additions. 
 
Pixel Festival’s Lobby is a creation owned by URL Events LLC, started from the world from the 
project Fire Festival - licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 
International License. The only assets from Fire Festival that remain in Pixel Festival’s Lobby is 
a derivative of Fire Festival’s central hub (found at -43 72 -106, with vast additions and changing 
of all blocks) and a derivative of the pathways to all the different parts of the festival (found at -1 
70 -110 and -82 70 -110, with more vast additions and changing of all blocks). 
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